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1: ETL Testing Tutorial
An ETL tool extracts the data from all these heterogeneous data sources, transforms the data (like applying calculations,
joining fields, keys, removing incorrect data fields, etc.), and loads it into a Data Warehouse. This is an introductory
tutorial that explains all the fundamentals of ETL.

These ETL processes read data from external or internal data sources, transform the data, and then load in a
database or a data lake. As the number of processes and data volume has increased exponentially, manual
testing is almost impossible. However, once the ETL process is developed, it is deployed as a background job.
An ETL process can be visualized with a help of simple equation. It is obvious that the above three items must
be properly tested to ensure successful implementation of the system. Most of the tests involve proving that
the data has been transformed correctly. Many patterns are involved in ETL testing: Plus, they require highly
skilled resources. Big Data Volume Manual testing can only sample a few hundred records. Heterogeneous
Datasets ETL Extract, transform, load by its nature, reads from one or more sources and writes to another. To
check if the ETL process has correctly loaded the data, one must connect across two systems and apply rules.
The heterogeneous data source processes are impossible to test manually and require extensive programming.
Regression Testing iCEDQ supports for the creation of regression packs by combining newer or older rules
and test changes in code. Compare this with manual testing. Once the test is done the test case and the code
both is lost forever. Test Coverage There are obvious limitations on the number of test cases that humans can
implement and test. Reusability In manual testing, rules are created on a desktop and are lost once the testing
is over. Meanwhile, in iCEDQ, the data is stored in a centralized repository and, hence, can be reused at any
time in the future. Getting an accurate development status is crucial for any project execution. Once users
create rules and execute: A rule connects to multiple data sources Brings the data in the memory or Hadoop
cluster Applies the expressions on the data elements Identifies the data mismatches that do not satisfy the audit
rule Reports the rows and the data elements for further action Provides summary reports for release by
manager or management ETL test automation should be part of the DevOps from the beginning. It helps
uncover underlying data issues and data processing issues in their early stages, define accurate delivery
timelines, and provide extensive test coverage. Any delay in introducing QA automation to your ETL projects
will result in not only delays but also project failures.
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2: Understand ETL Process using SSIS with an example : Learn MSBI Tutorials
ETL testing is normally performed on data in a data warehouse system, whereas database testing is commonly
performed on transactional systems where the data comes from different applications into the transactional database.

Before we start our article session let me breif you little bit about us. We are Questpond - A specialized
E-Learning firm since past 15 years. We are dedicated and experts in Microsoft technologies. So if you want
to learn anything step by step like ASP. Do let us know via mail or phone-call. OR we do also provide
self-learning materials i. Now coming back to topic, In this article session we will understand how to
implement ETL i. What is Data Warehouse? As name implies Data warehouse, It is warehouse for database to
store large aggregated data collected from wide range of sources within an organization. Source can be soft
files, database files or some excel files. So these data must be stored in a excel. Once in a week all these
area-data is been collected and stored in a centralized city-data center which is nothing data-warehouse for all
small-small areas. Same way all this city-data must be collected and stored in a state-data. A large data store
which is accumulated from wide-range of souces is known as Data War. Difference between Database and
Data warehouse Data warehouse is one kind of database or a large database. Data warehouse is formed using
multiple databases. Data warehouse is used for Online Analytical Processing OLAP OLTP is a decentralized
system normally used in Internet websites, banks, airlines, to avoid single points of failure and to spread the
volume between multiple servers. This system is good to control and run fundamental business tasks. OLAP is
centralized system to help with planning, problem solving, and decision support. Queries are often very
complex and relatively used for low volume of transaction. Database tables are always in a normalized
structure. Data Warehouse tables are always in a de-normalized structure. Normalization Database - Designed
in such a way that same column data is not repeated or in simple words there will not be any redundant data.
Here you will lots of Joins using foreign-key and primary-key De-Normalization Database where you get
more repeated data. Datamase mnagement becomes easy. No need to joins using foreign-key and primary-key.
Normalized Database - In terms performance due to many joins it affects the performance. De-Normalized
Database - Due to less number of joins or some time no-joins it improves the performance. What is an ETL
process? It is a process in data warehousing to extract data, transform data and load data to final source. ETL
covers a process of how the data are loaded from the source system to the data warehouse. Let us briefly
describe each step of the ETL process. Extraction Extraction is the first step of ETL process where data from
different sources like txt file, XML file, Excel file or various sources collected. Transformation
Transformation is the second step of ETL process where all collected data is been transformed into same
format i. Loading Final step of ETL process, The big chunck of data which is collected from various sources
and transformed then finally load to our data warehouse. This data is necessary at head quaters main branch to
track performance of each outlet. So here also we will do same thing i. Add some data as shown in below
image. Give a nice name and save it your computer. Give a nice name and create a project. Why excel source
because our inital data which we want to extract it is in excel format. So just drag excel file as shown below
image and right click and rename it so that if any developer reads it can easily able to understand. Since our
first column of excel file is having column names so we need to check this below check box as you see in
above image. Now select Data access mode as "Table on view" then select Excel sheet name from drop down.
If you want to preview you can also do that by clicking preview button. Finally click on OK button. So now
your excel source is ready. It means we have successfully extracted our excel data file to SSIS excel data
source. Transform Data Convert to US currency and Upper case As you now in our excel file we have column
name called "Amount" and that amount is in Indian currency. Now if you see on Excel Source file box there
are two arrows "Red" and Blue". Just drag that "Blue" arrow and join it to "Derived column" as shown in
below image and rename that "Derived column". Now right click on "Derived column" i. We have now USD
amount, next step we need stand representation of product name i. Expression you can either choose from
string function of you can type it i. So as you can see we have completed data transformation part i. Once you
give server name automatically database dropdown will populate. Select database and click on OK button.
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Finally choose table as shown in below image and save it OK button. I hope you have understood the article if
you still have any doubts feel free to ask us on below mentioned details. If you are looking for MSBI Training
with hands-on project then visit our training page and contact us. If you want to complete.
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3: ETL Testing or Data Warehouse Testing Tutorial
I have taken the ETL tutorial and the course covers the topic in wide areas of SQL, Reporting, Informatica and Data
warehousing concepts. It basically consists of everything that you require to learn in order to understand the concept of
ETL.

To support your business decision, the data in your production systems has to be in the correct order.
Informatica Data Validation Option provides the ETL testing automation and management capabilities to
ensure that production systems are not compromised by the data. Source to Target Testing Validation Testing
Such type of testing is carried out to validate whether the data values transformed are the expected data values.
Application Upgrades Such type of ETL testing can be automatically generated, saving substantial test
development time. This type of testing checks whether the data extracted from an older application or
repository are exactly same as the data in a repository or new application. Data Completeness Testing To
verify that all the expected data is loaded in target from the source, data completeness testing is done. Some of
the tests that can be run are compare and validate counts, aggregates and actual data between the source and
target for columns with simple transformation or no transformation. Data Accuracy Testing This testing is
done to ensure that the data is accurately loaded and transformed as expected. Data Transformation Testing
Testing data transformation is done as in many cases it cannot be achieved by writing one source SQL query
and comparing the output with the target. Multiple SQL queries may need to be run for each row to verify the
transformation rules. In order to avoid any error due to date or order number during business process Data
Quality testing is done. It will check the data according to the data model. Customer ID Data quality testing
includes number check, date check, precision check, data check , null check etc. Incremental ETL testing This
testing is done to check the data integrity of old and new data with the addition of new data. Incremental
testing verifies that the inserts and updates are getting processed as expected during incremental ETL process.
The objective of ETL testing is to assure that the data that has been loaded from a source to destination after
business transformation is accurate. It also involves the verification of data at various middle stages that are
being used between source and destination. An ETL mapping sheets contain all the information of source and
destination tables including each and every column and their look-up in reference tables. ETL mapping sheets
provide a significant help while writing queries for data verification. DB Schema of Source, Target: It should
be kept handy to verify any detail in mapping sheets. Change log should maintain in every mapping doc.
Validation Validate the source and target table structure against corresponding mapping doc. Source data type
and target data type should be same Length of data types in both source and target should be equal Verify that
data field types and formats are specified Source data type length should not less than the target data type
length Validate the name of columns in the table against mapping doc. Constraint Validation Ensure the
constraints are defined for specific table as expected Data consistency issues The data type and length for a
particular attribute may vary in files or tables though the semantic definition is the same. Misuse of integrity
constraints Ensure that all expected data is loaded into target table. Compare record counts between source and
target. Check for any rejected records Check data should not be truncated in the column of target tables Check
boundary value analysis Compares unique values of key fields between data loaded to WH and source data
Correctness Issues Data that is misspelled or inaccurately recorded Null, non-unique or out of range data
Transformation Data Quality Number check: Need to number check and validate it Date Check: They have to
follow date format and it should be same across all records Precision Check.
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4: Talend ETL Tool | Talend Open Studio for ETL with Example | Edureka
ETL testing is performed before data is moved into a production data warehouse system. It is also known as table
balancing or production reconciliation. The main goal of ETL testing is to identify and mitigate data defects. Using tools
is imperative to conduct ETL testing considering the volume of.

It refers to a trio of processes which are required to move the raw data from its source to a data warehouse or a
database. Let me explain each of these processes in detail: Extract Extraction of data is the most important step
of ETL which involves accessing the data from all the Storage Systems. Transform Transformation is the next
process in the pipeline. In this step, entire data is analyzed and various functions are applied on it to transform
that into the required format. Load Loading is the final stage of the ETL process. In this step, the processed
data, i. While performing this step, it should be ensured that the load function is performed accurately, but by
utilizing minimal resources. Once the data is loaded, you can pick up any chunk of data and compare it with
other chunks easily. Now that you know about the ETL process, you might be wondering how to perform all
these? Well, the answer is simple using ETL Tools. These tools have graphical interfaces using which results
in speeding up the entire process of mapping tables and columns between the various source and target
databases. Some of the major benefits of the ETL Tools are: It is very easy to use as it eliminates the need for
writing the procedures and code. When dealing with large and complex data, ETL tools provide a better data
management by simplifying the tasks and assisting you with various functions. ETL tools have an enhanced
business intelligence which directly impacts the strategic and operational decisions. Because of the use of the
ETL tools, the expenses reduces by a lot and the businesses are able to generate higher revenue. There are
various ETL tools available in the market, which are quite popularly used. Some of them are: Talend open
studio provides you the graphical environment using which you can easily map the data between the source to
the destination system. All you need to do is drag and drop the required components from the palette into the
workspace, configure them and finally connect them together. This definitely will help you increase your
efficiency and productivity over time. With this, you can conclude that Talend open studio for DI provides an
improvised data integration along with strong connectivity, easy adaptability and a smooth flow of extraction
and transformation process. Running An ETL Job To demonstrate the ETL process, I will be extracting data
from an excel file, transform it by applying a filter to the data and then loading the new data into a database.
Following is the format of my excel dataset: From this data set, I will be filtering out the rows of data based on
the customer type and store each of them in a different database table. To perform this follow the below steps:
Create a new job and from the palette, drag and drop the following components:
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5: What is ETL (Extract, Transform, Load)? - Talend
[image source]. ETL Validator tool is designed for ETL Testing and Big Data Testing. It is a solution for the data
integration projects. The testing of such data integration project includes various data types, huge volume, and various
source platforms.

Please enter a valid input. Submit The post has been successfully mailed. Informatica has several products
focused on data integration. It has become so popular that Informatica PowerCenter has now become
synonymous to Informatica. Informatica is a data integration tool based on ETL architecture. It provides data
integration software and services for various businesses, industries and government organizations including
telecommunication, health care, financial and insurance services. Following are the indicators that will drive
home the point why Informatica is so popular in the market: To understand what is Informatica and its
importance, we must first understand following 3 things: What is the context in which Data Integration is
used? Why Informatica and what are its real life application? Every company now-a-days processes a huge set
of data. They come from varied sources and needs to be processed to give insightful information for making
business decisions. But quite often such data has following challenges: Large companies with lots of data:
Such huge chunk of data can be in any format. They would be available in multiple databases and many
unstructured files. This data must be collated, combined, compared, and made to work as a seamless whole.
Many organizations have implemented interfaces between these databases: Every pair of databases requires a
unique interface If you change one database, many interfaces may have to be upgraded Different Databases
Different Interface Data Integration is the solution for all such problems. Data Integration technologies allow
data from different databases and formats to communicate with each other. But there are different architecture
in data integration technology. ETL is a type of data integration and involves an architecture that extracts,
transforms, and then loads data in target database or file. It is the foundation of data warehouse. An ETL
system does the following: Extracts data from source systems Transforms and cleans up the data Indexes data
Loads data into the warehouse Tracks changes made to the source data required for the warehouse
Restructures keys Refreshes the warehouse with updated data If we have understood what is ETL and the ETL
process, we are now in a better position to appreciate why Informatica is the best solution in such cases. We
will also understand what are the typical real life scenario wherein Informatica can come very handy. Why
Informatica is the best Solution: Informatica PowerCenter is a premium data integration solution available
today. The reason it provides the best solution in large enterprises is because it is: Extract PowerCenter reads
data, row by row, from a table or group of related tables in a database, or from a file This database or file is
referred to as the source The structure of the source is contained in a source definition object. Transform
Informatica PowerCenter converts the rows into a format the second target system will be able to use The
logic for this conversion is defined in transformation objects ETL: Load Informatica PowerCenter writes data,
row by row, to a table or group of related tables in a database, or to a file This database or file is referred to as
the target The structure of the target is contained in a target definition object Real time application of
Infomatica: Typical scenario in which Informatica is used: A company purchases a new accounts payable
application. PowerCenter can move the existing account data to the new application. Company A purchases
Company B. Data warehouses put information from many sources together for analysis Data is moved from
many databases to the Data warehouse All the above typical cases can be easily performed using Informatica
Middleware Informatica can connect a variety of sources, including most of the Application Sources. Now that
you have understood what is Informatica, lets watch an Informatica Tutorial video to understand Informatica
in further detail: Informatica Tutorial For Beginners If you want to learn about Informatica Architecture
step-by-step and use-case to further reinforce the power of Informatica, you can have a look at my Informatica
Tutorial blog. Got a question for us? Please mention it in the comments section and we will get back to you.
6: Data Warehousing ETL tutorial with sample real-life business intelligence implementations
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List of Best Commercial and Open Source ETL Tools and Solutions with Detailed Comparison: ETL stands for Extract,
Transform and Load. It is the process in which the Data is extracted from any data sources and transformed into a
proper format for storing and future reference purpose.

7: 5 Best ETL Automation Testing Tools in
Data Warehouse & ETL Tutorial: Data Warehouse is where data from different source systems are integrated,
processed and stored. Data Warehouse data is a non-production data which is mainly used for analyzing and reporting
purposes.

8: ETL Data warehouse Tutorials ~ Software Testing Tools
ETL in Computing stands for Extraction, Transformation and www.enganchecubano.com terms are mainly used in Data
www.enganchecubano.com this process data is extracted from different sources, transformed to a required format and
finally loaded to a Target.

9: ETL Testing|ETL tools|Informatica ETL training
ETL Testing: Essential course for all software testing professionals. ( ratings) Course Ratings are calculated from
individual students' ratings and a variety of other signals, like age of rating and reliability, to ensure that they reflect
course quality fairly and accurately.
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